Go Public rubric.

Poster Board Rubric

Uniqueness……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 10 points
Creative display………………………………………………………………………………………………10 points
Neatness……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 10 points
Detailed and technical sketch……………………………………………………………………………... 10 points

Go Public verbal presentation………………………………………………………………………………….. 10 points

Written Design Proposal

Technical explanation: The role of electronic components in your design consideration… 10 points
  Discuss detailed theory
  Discuss how the theory relates to your design

Technical explanation: The role photonic energy plays in your design consideration…… 10 points
  Discuss detailed theory
  Discuss how the theory relates to your design

Technical explanation: The role Photosynthesis and PS1 in your design consideration…….10 points
  Discuss detailed theory
  Discuss how the theory relates to your design

Technical explanation: The role redox reactions in your design consideration………… 10 points
  Discuss detailed theory
  Discuss how the theory relates to your design

Limitations, pros and cons addressed……………………………………………………………………10 points
  Discuss detailed theory
  Discuss how the theory relates to your design